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*414 I. Introduction
A. Problem
Modern biology has its origins in the discovery of microscopy during the seventeenth century,1 though the modern
experimental disciplines that make up the life sciences today did not emerge until the end of the nineteenth century.2 As a
practical matter, this relative youth means that a great number of fundamental discoveries have yet to happen in the biological
sciences. It also means that the ability of the patent system to fairly apportion the intellectual property rights stemming from
these nascent fundamental discoveries is relatively unsettled and is still the subject of much discussion within both the legal
and scientific communities.3
In particular, there has been a worry that excessive patenting of these new pioneering discoveries may inhibit further
exploratory work in these fields. In a seminal paper, Michael Heller dubbed this type of problem a “tragedy of the
anticommons.”4 A tragedy of the anticommons can occur when “multiple owners are each endowed with the right to exclude
others from a scarce resource, and no one has an effective privilege of use. When too many owners hold such rights of
exclusion, the resource is prone to underuse--a tragedy of the anticommons.”5 In the biomedical realm,6 Heller and Rebecca
Eisenberg identified two specific anticommons scenarios in which patents might unduly increase the costs of downstream
product development. In the first scenario, patents on numerous *415 “upstream” technologies, or research tools, act like
“tollbooth[s] on the road to product development, adding to the cost[s] and slowing the pace of downstream biomedical
innovation.”7 In the second scenario, reach-through license agreements on patented upstream technologies are used to obtain
“rights in subsequent downstream discoveries” (e.g., royalties on sales and licenses on future discoveries).8 However, in the
ensuing decade, the predicted biomedical anticommons problem has largely not come to pass.9
B. Thesis
This Article argues that Heller and Eisenberg’s feared biomedical research anticommons has not come to pass for two
overarching reasons: first, the structure of biomedical research keeps upstream innovation in the hands of public entities
committed to maximizing the dissemination of discoveries; and second, the definition of upstream research in much of the
legal literature has been too imprecise to accurately frame the question. Together, these reasons suggest that the impetus
toward a biomedical research anticommons has been overestimated, and thus, the associated fear has been overblown.
With regard to the first reason, most upstream research is structured and funded by the public sector, led by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH).10 The NIH has inhibited the creation of an anticommons in three ways: mandating liberal licensing
of any funded discoveries; fostering a critical mass of upstream innovators that private for-profit firms dare not sue; and
launching initiatives that pre-empt potential anticommons-based business models,11 often by releasing discoveries and
information into the public domain.
*416 With regard to the second reason, the various patents that touch upon upstream innovation vary widely in their
usefulness, and without appropriate definition we cannot identify and characterize those patents that might actually contribute
to an anticommons. Part IV identifies four categories of upstream patents--those that describe a therapeutic protein, describe
a marker correlated with a disease, describe a potential drug target, or disclose a research tool. The relative scientific value of
each category is different, and we will see that the majority of patents filed describe either a marker or a potential drug
target--two categories that, despite their impressive sounding labels, border on practically worthless. Thus, there is no
anticommons problem, in part, because far less of the biomedical research domain has been fenced in than previously
supposed, a fact obscured by the conflating of all four categories.12 Furthermore, this imprecision has masked the relative ease
with which scientists in the biomedical research field can circumvent many patents, thereby further relieving any tendency
toward an anticommons.13
Hence, an anticommons in biomedical research has not arisen for two interrelated reasons: powerful public actors have
successfully kept the biomedical research domain open, and the privately held portions of the domain are smaller and less

valuable than previously feared--a fact obscured by imprecise definitions in the literature.
C. Outline
Part II of this Article provides an overview of the basic science required to understand the arguments in this Article and
concludes with an illustrative example. Part III of this Article outlines the structure of biomedical research in the U.S.,
particularly the role played by the NIH. Part IV details the confusion in legal scholarship over the types of upstream patents
in the biomedical research space and attempts to clarify the debate. Part V considers empirical evidence that an anticommons
has not formed and analyzes this using the framework set out in Part IV. Part VI concludes this Article and considers areas
for future research.
*417 II. Basic Science Background and Applications
A. Basic Science Background
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the primary carrier of hereditary information for life on Earth.14 DNA is a continuous chain,
with each link in the chain made of one of four types of molecules.15 By convention, each of these four molecules is
represented by a particular letter--A, T, C, or G--and the DNA chain spells out a sequence of letters.16 A gene, the smallest
unit of heritability, is any part of the sequence that spells out the code for a protein.17 A genome is the sequence of all the
unique DNA chains in an organism.18
The central dogma of molecular biology states that information flows in one direction: DNA is transcribed into RNA, which
is translated into protein.19 Stretches of DNA contain genes, and each gene codes for one or more proteins, via an RNA
intermediary.20 Thus, if one alters the DNA of an organism, the protein coded for by that DNA will also be altered.21
Likewise, one can achieve the same effect by instead directly manipulating the RNA transcribed from a portion of DNA.22 All
of this matters because proteins are the most versatile component of *418 any living system: “they function as chemical
catalysts, they transport and store other molecules such as oxygen, they provide mechanical support, they provide immune
protection, they generate movement, they transmit nerve impulses, and they control growth and differentiation.”23 From this
we can see that the importance of genes lies in their ability to create proteins. The process of actively transcribing a gene, the
first step in creating a protein, is termed expression.24 If an expressed gene becomes defective, the corresponding protein
becomes defective, its corresponding function is altered, and the end result is often a disease.25
One wrinkle in this scheme is that some proteins, known as transcription factors, also regulate gene expression.26 These
transcription factors can regulate the transcription of their own genes,27 other genes,28 or both. These regulated genes, in turn,
might also code for other transcription factors that regulate even more genes.29 Thus, a mutation in one expressed
transcription factor gene might trigger a cascade of changes in gene expression.30 Wide-scale changes in gene expression
would alter the available quantities of various proteins, wreaking havoc on the chemical reactions and other functions that
these proteins mediate.31 We generally term the end result a disease--though not all diseases are of this type.32 *419 The
important point here is that biological systems are deeply interconnected, and slight modifications to one element can have
wide ranging implications.
Of particular interest to us is the “advent of the molecular era in biology in the 1940s and 1950s, and in particular the
development of . . . recombinant DNA technology in the mid-1970s.”33 The tools of molecular biology permitted scientists to,
for the first time, “isolate individual genes and determine their chemical composition.”34 “The ability to map and sequence
genes has . . . yielded highly detailed knowledge of the structure of evolutionary trees, increased our understanding of
genetics, and led to the development of new diagnostics and therapeutics for diseases such as hypertension and cancer.”35
With the completion of the Human Genome Project (HGP),
[R]esearch has progressed beyond creating an inventory of human genes (mapping and sequencing) to efforts aimed at
elucidating gene functions, comparing the human genome with those of other species, studying the interactions between
genes and the environment, analyzing the structures and functions of proteins encoded by genes, and ultimately determining
the role of genes and proteins in human as well as in animal and plant biology.36
What distinguishes post-HGP efforts is their comprehensiveness. For example, prior to the sequencing of the human genome,

studying gene-environment interactions involved making educated guesses about which genes were worth studying.37 Even
allowing for excellent scientific intuition, this process was fraught with error. Now, instead of guessing, in a quick
experiment one can directly measure the change in expression of every single gene in the genome in response to a particular
environmental change, identify those genes whose expression differs from baseline, and proceed to study this subset of
responsive genes in greater detail.38 Thus, instead of blindly choosing a set of genes to study, *420 a biomedical researcher
can rapidly conduct a comprehensive search for genes of interest before zooming in to do deeper research. To reiterate, what
makes the post-HGP world so exciting is the ability to conduct life science experiments with unprecedented scale and
accuracy. One of the motivating factors in this continuing research is to improve our ability to diagnose and cure diseases.
The invention of recombinant DNA technology allowed scientists to insert and manipulate genes in a live organism.39 Beyond
the knowledge gained from this new experimental technique, the ability to insert a copy of a gene into an organism meant
that researchers could efficiently generate large quantities of the protein that a particular gene encodes.40 The first application
of this new capability was the large-scale synthesis of pure insulin for diabetic patients.41 Previously, insulin was obtained by
grinding up pig pancreases--an expensive, inefficient, and potentially unsanitary process.42 Now, cells could be modified to
pump out endless quantities of therapeutic insulin, an event which ushered in the dawn of the biotechnology industry.43
In this Article, biotechnology consists of two areas: molecular and large-scale.44 Molecular biotechnology consists of the
products and processes of isolating, preparing, and replicating fragments of DNA and RNA to produce proteins, as well as
the use of any molecule to manipulate the physical and *421 chemical processes of living organisms.45 Large-scale
biotechnology, which is a subset of bioinformatics, deals with analyzing the large amounts of information created by recent
advancements in computer processing power and molecular biology in an attempt to find useful correlations.46 For example,
the HGP helped spur genomics, the study of an entire organism’s genome.47 These large-scale techniques have two broad
uses: improving clinical diagnoses by correlating certain genes with diseases and directing scientists, via interesting
correlations, to areas of further research.48 These two endeavors are interrelated, as the end result of a scientific study may be
a clinically useful diagnostic test. At a high level of abstraction, the definition of biotechnology in this Article is simply any
use of genetic information, either to diagnose a disease or to alter an organism’s physical or chemical pathways through
physical manipulation. This manipulation might be to treat a disease or to create some product that aids in the therapeutic
process.
B. Applications
Modern molecular biology has provided a number of insights into the molecular basis of disease, insights which are leading
to new strategies for diagnosis and therapy. DNA testing for specific genes provides definitive diagnoses for certain heritable
diseases without the ambiguities of previous indirect phenotypic measures (though genetic tests sometimes have their own
associated uncertainties for reasons that are beyond the scope of this Article).49 DNA testing also can be used to defensively
screen for diseases, permitting action to be taken before overt symptoms develop; for example, if a patient is found to possess
the BRCA1 gene, which predisposes the patient for breast cancer, her doctor would urge more frequent mammograms,
among other prophylactic measures.50
“Exploiting molecular insights . . . to craft alternative therapies has proven to be more challenging than developing new
diagnostic tools.”51 In the late 1980s, *422 gene therapy, which tried to correct the underlying genetic defect by providing a
patient’s cells with a properly functioning copy of the defective or missing gene, was highly touted as the future of
medicine.52 This was particularly appealing as it seemed to cleanly apply the central dogma to disease treatment: fix the
defective gene to fix the disease-causing protein, and thereby fix the disease.53 Unfortunately, practically implementing gene
therapy has turned out to be exceedingly complicated, and the technique has yet to achieve much success.54
More encouraging, however, is the growing ability to indirectly ameliorate the problem by altering the surrounding chemical
pathways.55 As noted in this Part, biological systems are deeply interconnected.56 In many cases, the true impact of a defective
protein is its effect on the overall balance of the interconnected pathways that it participates in.57 Thus, if a defective protein
no longer performs its function, perhaps we can fashion the molecular equivalent of a crutch to either replace the defective
function or balance out the deficit elsewhere to bring the overall system back into balance. For example, if the defective
protein is a catalyst in the middle of a chemical reaction, then we might alter other parts of the reaction to ensure that the
appropriate end product is still produced.
To gain a sense of how the approach plays out in real life, let us consider the development of the small-molecule drug

imatinib (Gleevec/Glivec), an astoundingly effective anti-cancer drug.58 In 1960, researchers in Philadelphia noticed that one
of the chromosomes of patients suffering from chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), a form of blood cancer, was too
short.59 DNA in humans is organized into physical units called chromosomes, and an unusually short chromosome suggested
that some DNA had gone missing.60 In 1973, another *423 researcher discovered that the missing DNA had been fused to a
different chromosome.61 As an aside, note how the 13 year gap between identifying the missing segment and locating its new
home highlights the enormous advantage of contemporary whole-system surveys, which would have made short work of the
problem. In 1986, researchers showed that the merged DNA, created from the fusion of part of one chromosome with
another, had created a new gene.62 This new gene, bcr-abl, of course, had a corresponding new protein, BCR-ABL, which was
shown to be the cause of CML.63
In CML patients, BCR-ABL functions as the master control that regulates the production of white blood cells.64
Unfortunately, BCR-ABL is jammed in the on position, leading to the uncontrolled cancerous growth we call CML.65 The
gene *424 therapy strategy would be to replace the bcr-abl gene with a gene coding for a properly functioning regulator--a
staggering, Nobel-prize-worthy feat of molecular engineering that would require selectively modifying millions of copies of
bcr-abl in the relevant cells, and only the relevant cells, without killing the patient in the process. A far more practical
approach is to just block the out-of-control production signal being given off by BCR-ABL.66 That is, if one could jam its
continuous growth signal, the entire growth system would be brought back into balance and the unchecked progression of
CML would be stopped.67
This was the strategy employed by the creators of the drug imatinib, which has yielded spectacular results in patients who
would otherwise have died within a few years of diagnosis.68 In 1992, the basic compound that would become imatinib was
synthesized.69 The first clinical trial started in 1998, and the drug was approved by the FDA in 2001.70 What happened
between 1986 and 1998? Dr. Juerg Zimmerman, a medicinal chemist, developed a range of compounds that attempted to
block the continuous growth signal emanating from BCR-ABL.71 There are a number of large hurdles to overcome when
designing a compound. Essential factors considered include (1) activity, the ability to jam BCR-ABL; (2) specificity, the
ability to selectively jam only BCR-ABL; (3) efficacy, how well it jams BCR-ABL; (4) toxicity, harmfulness to the patient;
(5) permeability, ability to penetrate into the cancerous cell so that it can effectively jam BCR-ABL; and (6) bioavailability,
the ability of the body to absorb it in pill form.72 A compound that fails any of these factors is unacceptable.73 A team of
biologists screened Zimmerman’s compounds to check for effectiveness, giving Zimmerman feedback as he iteratively
refined the design of his compounds.74 Then, the most promising of these compounds were studied by a leading CML
specialist, who flagged the *425 prototype for imatinib for further development.75 The molecular biology background
provided by other scientists greatly informed this search, but it was still immensely time consuming.76 Thus, 1992 to 1998
was spent fine tuning all 6 factors to optimize imatinib’s effectiveness in anticipation of clinical trials.77 As one can see,
simply finding a drug that is active can take years of dedicated work by highly skilled chemists. Even with extensive
knowledge about the gene, protein, and affected biological system, development of an effective drug took 12 years.
C. Anticommons
Imatinib provides a good example of the drug development process in the biotechnology context. Other biotechnology
innovations can be understood as assisting in some aspect of the process detailed in the previous section or in some way
leveraging the same scientific knowledge to improve patient diagnosis. One point to appreciate is that various points along
the research and development process described in the previous section could have fallen within the scope of one or more
patents.78 Accordingly, at these points any of the patent holders would have the ability to prevent research from proceeding.79
A given patent holder may ask for some form of compensation to allow research to continue or may simply refuse to allow
research to proceed. If the patent is valid, then perhaps we should believe that the patent holder has every right to do this.80
However, some have worried that if too many different people hold patents in an area and, as a result, it becomes difficult to
secure all the rights necessary to proceed with further research, the overall progress of research may be unduly impeded. This
is one variant of the *426 tragedy of the anticommons problem that Michael Heller and Rebecca Eisenberg worried about.81
Patent literature speaks of upstream and downstream development, which correspond roughly to earlier and later in the
process of developing a viable commercial product.82 An anticommons in biomedical research would occur if too many
patents on upstream discoveries made it prohibitively expensive to proceed on downstream product development work.83 In
the development of imatinib, the important discoveries, from upstream to downstream, were: discovering that chromosomal
fusion causes CML, identifying genes affected by chromosomal fusion, isolating the relevant gene among these (bcr-abl),
isolating and characterizing the protein (BCR-ABL) coded for by the relevant gene, and designing a molecule to neutralize

BCR-ABL.84 It is clear that if no one knew that chromosomal fusion causes CML, the rest of the discoveries would not have
followed. From this, another possible anticommons scenario would be if one or more entities--acting in concert or
independently-- had in aggregate patented all of the genes that were potentially affected by the fusion event and demanded a
royalty from any product that results from the exploration of these genes, regardless of the number of intervening steps
required to create a commercially viable treatment. Such a demand, possibly from multiple patent holders at multiple
junctures, could have made it prohibitively difficult for other scientists to identify bcr-abl as the root cause of CML and
derailed the eventual development of imatinib.
It is also important to note that in the above example, only one of the genes actually mattered;85 a researcher would not know
this and, in addition to spending time researching the set of all potentially pertinent genes, would have to waste resources
securing the rights to this set. This uncertainty about the usefulness of various items is a hallmark of biomedical research, and
it implies that there are network effects at play.86 These network effects stem from the observation that there is great value in
having a complete collection of knowledge in a particular area, whereas the value of an incomplete collection is highly
variable.87 If *427 knowledge in that area is severely fragmented among many owners, as would be the case in an
anticommons, then it might be prohibitively expensive to assemble a valuable complete collection. Thus, in this context, the
anticommons problem has the potential to raise the cost of research dramatically and deter a number of desirable discoveries.
III. The Structure of Biomedical Research
A. Publicly Funded Research--The National Institutes of Health
Public funding of biomedical research is coordinated by the National Institutes of Health (NIH).88 In its own words, the NIH
“is the steward of medical and behavioral research for the Nation. Its mission is science in pursuit of fundamental knowledge
about the nature and behavior of living systems and the application of that knowledge to extend healthy life and reduce the
burdens of illness and disability.”89 Its 2008 fiscal year budget was $28.7 billion spread over 27 different institutes and
centers.90 The institutes cover all aspects of biomedical research, from arthritis to cancer to mental health.91 One institute, the
National Human Genome Research Institute, was responsible for funding and coordinating the Human Genome Project,
among its many other responsibilities.92
The influence stemming from this budgetary clout is profound. Half of all federal nondefense R&D and over 60% of federal
funded research in American universities is supported by the NIH.93 In overall biomedical research, in 2003 *428 industry
supplied approximately 57% of all funding, private not-for-profit groups contributed 7%, and combined federal, state, and
local government funding made up the remaining 36% (78% of which came from the NIH).94 However, the 57% figure is
misleading because it includes all research spending, not just basic R&D. If we look only at basic R&D, the grist of upstream
innovation, federal spending actually exceeded private (industry) spending nearly four-fold in 2003.95 The influence that
comes with such massive spending allows the NIH to prevent the formation of an anticommons in three important ways:
liberally licensing upstream innovations under its control, indirectly discouraging lawsuits against academic researchers, and
mitigating any incentives to adopt an anticommons-based business strategy.
1. The NIH Liberally Licenses Upstream Innovations Under Its Control
Before considering the NIH’s licensing posture, it is worth noting the actual clout it wields when it comes to patents. The
U.S. government is the second largest holder of DNA-based patents, behind only the University of California system.96 In
addition, one conservative estimate projects that, via federal funding, the federal government retains an interest in at least half
of the patents held by academic institutions.97 For some perspective, as of 2006 the NIH had 1,364 active licenses and held
approximately 4,000 issued or pending patents.98 These patents cover a number of key innovations, enough for the NIH to
keep a list of its top 20 *429 commercially successful inventions.99 While biotech and pharmaceutical companies still hold the
majority of patents, the federal government controls the single largest bloc of patents,100 and the NIH is the dominant
government entity in this area.101
Indeed, the NIH has been very concerned about patenting and licensing practices impeding advances in biomedical
research.102 This concern was reflected in the “Best Practices” guidelines it published in the Federal Register for all genomic
inventions, including “cDNAs; expressed sequence tags (ESTs); haplotypes; antisense molecules; small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs); full-length genes and their expression products; as well as methods and instrumentation for the sequencing of

genomes, quantification of nucleic acid molecules, detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and genetic
modifications.”103 The guidelines on licensing agreements recommend broad, non-exclusive licensing, except when another
approach is needed to induce post-discovery commercialization.104 Furthermore, in recent years, the NIH has required
researchers applying for more than $500,000 in funding--a quite common sum--to submit a plan for data-sharing in their
grant applications.105 In addition, beyond the NIH, it is worth noting that individual academic institutions, as a matter of
practice, generally retain the right to transfer their rights to other nonprofits for further research.106 This reinforces the idea
that both the NIH and its academic partners tend to license their discoveries liberally to advance science rather than threaten
to withhold discoveries to maximize economic gain. Thus, in addition to being substantial in size, the portion of the
biomedical research domain under public control is handled by its owners in an open manner that minimizes the potential for
an anticommons thicket.
*430 2. The NIH Uses Its Market Power to Force Others to Adopt Similarly Liberal Licensing Terms
Beyond making inventions under its control readily available to all comers, the NIH also uses its substantial market power to
ensure that other actors adopt satisfactorily liberal licensing strategies. Two famous examples of NIH interaction with private
industry center on the genetic modification of mice. Mice are very useful laboratory animals for basic research, and various
lines of genetically modified mice have been created for specific types of experiments.107 One way to modify a gene is simply
to stop its expression.108 This results in what is known as a knockout mouse,109 so-called because one or more of its genes has
been, effectively, knocked out. The NIH Knockout Mouse Project (KOMP) seeks to produce a series of knockout mice lines,
one for each gene in the mouse genome, for distribution in research.110 The KOMP can be thought of as a reaction to a
potential anticommons problem.
A very popular method for creating knockout mice utilizes a technology, called Cre-lox, developed by a DuPont scientist.111
DuPont made this technology widely available through a licensing agreement that did not require any cash payment but did
provide some very aggressive terms for subsequent use, including “reach-through” provisions that seemed to imply that any
invention or discovery made using these mice or Cre-lox technology would be owned by DuPont.112 Here we see a private
firm leveraging its upstream position in an attempt to profit from downstream research in ways beyond the direct use of its
product, which was a large concern of Heller and Eisenberg when positing the anticommons problem.113 *431 Knockout mice
are vital to research; although a handful of prominent universities refused DuPont’s terms (e.g., University of California,
Harvard, Johns Hopkins, and MIT), more than 100 did sign the license agreement.114 Seeing that some of its most important
research partners were locked out of this vital technology, the NIH intervened and persuaded DuPont to remove the
reach-through provisions from its licensing agreement with all universities.115
How did the NIH persuade DuPont to revise the licensing terms? The NIH Office of Technology Transfer, while discussing
licensing scenarios similar to the Cre-lox dispute, stated that the “NIH does not support the coupling of procurement with
intellectual property rights and restrictions and expects Recipients [of NIH funding] to ensure that NIH-funded tools are not
restricted as a result of such agreements.”116 In other words, the NIH threatened to forbid the purchase of Cre-lox technology
by anyone who receives NIH funding--an overwhelming share of the basic R&D market, as discussed at the beginning of this
Part.117
Another way that mice can be modified is by increasing the expression of a particular gene.118 One example of this is the
OncoMouse, developed at Harvard.119 As opposed to knockout mice, the OncoMouse has a gene that is expressed at a higher
than normal rate, in this case one that increases the likelihood of developing cancer.120 This makes the OncoMouse
particularly useful for cancer research, and DuPont has an exclusive license for the patents related to this immensely useful
line of mice.121 The original licensing terms imposed by DuPont *432 for using OncoMice created large logistical headaches
over who could or could not receive animals from supplier repositories.122 In particular, the licensing terms reserved to
DuPont the right to downstream royalties, defined on the basis of sales or profits of products developed with the mouse as a
research tool.123 Thus, research based upon the OncoMouse led to a complicated web of licensing restrictions, and distributing
the mouse required being mindful of these restrictions. This restricted access to OncoMice impeded downstream research,
and once again the NIH used its clout to come to an understanding with DuPont to remove the problematic downstream
licensing provisions.124
With both Cre-lox and the OncoMouse the NIH took on a massive private entity, DuPont, and forced it to relent. Beyond the
actual outcome of these disputes, such actions serve notice to other would-be aggressive licensors about the types of terms
that will be tolerated by the NIH.

3. The NIH Indirectly Discourages Lawsuits Against Academic Researchers
Even if one assumes, arguendo, that the set of currently issued biotechnology patents has created an anticommons thicket, it
is only on paper. An anticommons becomes problematic for downstream researchers only if the rights holders enforce their
rights, or, at the very least, potential infringers believe that the rights holders would enforce their rights. Why would patent
holders in the biotechnology arena hold back from enforcing their rights, or at least allow the impression of restraint to
persist? There are two reasons: because they want to maintain goodwill with the people who improve their inventions and
because the damages from any suit would be small.125
*433 Eisenberg notes that many of the pioneering discoveries in upstream biomedical research that paved the way for lesser,
but more financially viable, discoveries were paid for by NIH.126 The work leading to the perfection of DNA recombination
technology discussed in Part II was done by Herbert Boyer at the University of California San Francisco and Stanley Cohen
at Stanford, both with NIH funding.127 Microarrays, which underpin much of modern genomic research, were invented by Pat
Brown at Stanford with support from the NIH.128 Celera, the private company that raced the HGP to sequence the human
genome, was founded by Craig Venter with technology that he had developed at the NIH.129 These examples highlight the
pivotal role that NIH-funded technologies have played in the advancement of biomedical research.
Biotech is primarily in the business of taking pioneering innovations and further developing them toward some commercially
viable product. Thus, the industry as a whole is very dependent on the upstream work produced by NIH-funded scientists
and, it can be reasonably stated, is not in a hurry to anger them with lawsuits.130 One commentator has noted that “researchers,
whether public or private, are less likely to enforce their patents when it will erode the personal relationships and the
information exchange integral to the scientific community.”131 For example, in the DuPont Cre-lox controversy discussed
earlier in this Part, the technology at issue had been improved by a number of publically funded labs, including scientists at
the University of Cologne in Germany, the NIH, and the *434 Massachusetts Institute of Technology.132 In a more recent
example, academic researchers at Stanford developed a new type of cellular analysis tool by combining a standard type of
imaging tool with statistical analysis algorithms from computer science.133 Among other possible uses, the new tool may
enable dramatically more precise cancer diagnosis, opening up a potentially lucrative new market to manufacturers of the
imaging tool.134 Furthermore, beyond funding scientifically valuable work, the NIH reinforces this social norm by actively
advocating against threats to easy information exchange, as detailed in Subsection 2 of this Part.135
Additionally, suing would be particularly unwise because academic scientists usually have little money in comparison to
large pharmaceutical companies. Suing might be worthwhile if a researcher’s university was found liable for infringement,136
but the plaintiff would still have to contend with the social problem of angering useful scientists. Furthermore, the NIH, as
exemplified in its actions against DuPont in Subsection 2 of this Part, is likely to step in to deter aggressive private sector
actors. Thus, the risk-benefit calculus of upstream patent holders is likely heavily tilted against taking legal action against
downstream researchers. As a result, regardless of the legal state of the biomedical research domain, it is effectively being
treated as open by downstream researchers.
4. The NIH Mitigates Any Incentives to Adopt an Anticommons Business Model
An anticommons business model is any business plan that focuses on conduct that, either alone or when aggregated with
similar conduct by other firms, helps promote an anticommons. While the NIH cannot possibly cover every minute niche of
every domain of biomedical research, it can strategically marginalize many of the private firms that might seek to profit from
an anticommons.
*435 Beyond controlling the licensing of its own patents, the NIH also has the ability to take offensive action against
would-be overzealous patent holders. First, it can expand the scope of the prior art by releasing copious amounts of data into
the public domain. A number of industry players have reported that “[t]he publication of the human genome and the
accumulation of filed patent applications have reduced the scope for discovery of novel DNA sequences.”137 While the NIH
certainly contributed to the buildup of patent applications, its unique contribution was its ability and willingness to dump an
entire genome into the public domain.138 The release of the first full working draft of the human genome in 2000 marked the
beginning of a decline in gene patent applications, though modifications to the USPTO utility rules also undoubtedly played a
part.139 These two events were symbiotic: beyond rendering specific gene sequences prior art, the HGP helped raise the bar
for what was considered a technically valuable discovery worthy of patent protection.
Second, beyond releasing large amounts of data, the NIH has consciously engaged in projects that claim most of an area of

upstream research, thereby rendering attempts to exploit that area commercially unviable.140 The NIH, by funding various
initiatives, develops a cluster of related upstream discoveries in an area and rapidly pushes those upstream discoveries into
the mainstream.141 This push into the mainstream impacts commercial enterprises in three ways. First, by cultivating related
upstream technologies, the NIH covers large portions of the intellectual domain for a given area; this limits the ability of
private firms to fragment a particular domain of research and helps preclude an anticommons.142 *436 Second, by
implementing upstream discoveries on a broad scale and making the results readily accessible at a low cost, it renders the
commercial market unappealing to private firms. Third, the speed with which the NIH pushes a discovery into the
mainstream greatly narrows the window of opportunity for private firms to engage in behavior that might trigger an
anticommons. In essence, for a given field the NIH snaps up large portions of the domain and reduces the financial incentive
for private firms to attempt to carve out an anticommons. The NIH has this first mover ability because of the dominating role
it plays in funding upstream research as noted earlier.143 Without commercial incentive, there is no reason for private industry
to move in and create an anticommons or exploit one that can be crushed by the NIH. The NIH is particularly adamant about
the public availability of what it terms “pre-competitive” information,144 which roughly tracks what Heller identified as
upstream innovation, so we can expect this trend to continue.
To reiterate, the relationship between public and private research is not merely symbiotic--the public side of the equation
actually has the ability to deny the private side certain objectives. By the time a private firm sees an opportunity, the
upstream research is often well on its way towards becoming routine,145 so the firm must decide whether it will engage the
NIH in a race. The best example of this is the race between Celera and the HGP to sequence the human genome. There was
no private effort to systematically sequence the genome until the founding of Celera.146 Indeed, the putative enormousness of
the task was what justified the founding of the international Human Genome Project.147 While Celera certainly *437 spurred
the HGP to work faster, in the end Celera was not able to profit by patenting genes or licensing databases of gene
sequences.148 In particular, Celera originally aimed to sell genomic information to drug development companies, a plan that
was largely undercut by the free public availability of equivalent information, courtesy of the HGP.149
With respect to the DuPont Cre-lox controversy, once the licensing terms were modified, the NIH moved to create its own
line of knockout mice, utilizing nineteen of its institutes and issuing grants to numerous universities.150 The NIH also obtained
licenses from two major private industry partners for their existing lines of knockout mice, as well as funding to create
additional lines.151 These actions collectively make up the KOMP.152 Upon completion, the KOMP will render moot any
anticommons problem with knockout mice because the NIH will be able to supply any researcher with the needed lines.
Likewise, the NIH’s headaches with DuPont’s OncoMouse licenses spurred the NIH to create its own patent-free (and hence
license-free) lines of mice.153
With both knockout mice and the OncoMouse, the NIH is taking the same measures: use its clout to negotiate licensing terms
that are less problematic from an anticommons perspective and then swiftly move to undermine the potential anticommons.
The key is that the NIH is not simply passively reacting to private moves towards an anticommons; it is proactively launching
initiatives to foreclose *438 the possibility. The reason firms cooperate is they recognize that moving downstream is more
financially lucrative in the long term.154 The NIH is foreclosing actors who would rather remain in this upstream space and
profit by engaging in behavior that might foster an anticommons, or at least heavily tax downstream research. As one
commentator noted, “[w]here patent law may have gone too far, NIH has decided to take matters into its own hands.”155
Leaving mice behind, we can find other examples of the NIH’s willingness to pursue public projects in fields that are rife
with anticommons potential. For example, Small Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) are small fragments of DNA sequences
that are highly correlated with the onset of a particular disease, a trait that makes them useful for disease diagnosis.156 What
makes them particularly useful is that the sequences are relatively short, making them easy to check for--one can think of a
SNP as a landmark in a genome that lets a tester quickly know whether a particular disease-causing gene is nearby, thus
making diagnosis easier.157 One can readily imagine an anticommons arising with a large number of firms patenting various
SNPs, leading to a scenario where running one diagnostic test could mean infringing on numerous patents held by different
firms.158 This is important because simply knowing that a SNP exists does not tell you anything about which diseases it might
help diagnose.159 Thus, this is a potential anticommons scenario because a diverse array of upstream SNP patent holders could
inhibit necessary downstream research on actual diagnostic associations, never mind the final commercialized diagnostic test.
*439 In this critical area, the NIH, as well as many drug companies, has taken action to prevent this scenario from arising.160
The identification of SNPs has been greatly assisted by the HGP, and the NIH has joined the International HapMap Project to
catalog and release all SNPs into the public domain.161 In October 2007, HapMap released a detailed analysis of 3.1 million
known SNPs.162 Work on identifying new SNPs in new populations is ongoing, but much as the HGP raised the bar for utility

in gene patenting by making possession of a sequence rather trivial,163 it is difficult to imagine a private firm successfully
patenting a significant number of SNPs at this point in time. Thus, as with the HGP and KOMP, the NIH has assisted in
keeping a particular area of the biomedical research domain open. The net result is that the NIH is proactively making it
difficult for business models with great blocking potential to emerge around upstream innovations.
5. The Future
As noted before, the NIH has first-mover advantage in many areas because it funds so much upstream research. There are
several areas of high value current research that could develop into anticommons thickets in the somewhat distant future.
These areas are protein structures and predicting the interactions between drugs and genes. The Protein Structure Initiative
aims to determine the physical structure of all proteins and make them readily available.164 The Pharmacogenomics Research
Network is aimed at correlating an individual person’s genes to his response to a drug.165 For brevity, this Article will only
discuss the Protein Structure Initiative.
As stated in Part II of this Article, proteins perform numerous crucial functions in living organisms. That Part focused on how
defective genes give rise to defective proteins, per the central dogma. However, nothing was said about the precise nature of a
protein’s defect, which involves the three-dimensional physical structure of the protein.166 In particular, changes to a gene’s
sequence yields *440 changes in the resultant protein’s physical structure and composition.167 The structure of a protein
enables whatever function it performs, much as the sharp blade of a knife enables its cutting function; hence a defect in a
protein’s structure often results in a defect in its function.168 Thus, beyond sequencing and cataloging genes, the next major
step for biomedical researchers is to determine the structure of their associated proteins and to begin to understand the
relationship between gene defects and their corresponding protein structural defects.169 From an anticommons perspective this
does not seem so bad because determining a structure requires significant effort, which should deter researchers from trying
to obtain patents on knowledge stemming from protein structure unless they intended to do some downstream research.170 For
some perspective, between July 2005 and June 2006 the NIH, via an intensive initiative analogous to the HGP, determined
the structure of 425 proteins.171 By comparison, with present technology it is possible to sequence one billion bases (letters) of
DNA per day.172 Even allowing for a gene length of one million letters--an absurdly large figure--in less than a day, a single
machine could sequence as many genes as the NIH has determined protein structures in over a year.
However, one potential problem area is the use of computer algorithms to predict the structure of a protein based on its
associated gene sequence. These methods are not, at present, very accurate,173 but if patents were allowed on the structures
predicted by these methods, there could be an enormous anticommons problem. That is, there could be a scenario where
numerous patents are issued on structures that are not actually well-characterized, and those patents could be used to interfere
with downstream research that would lead to commercial products based upon knowledge of that structure. In order to meet
the utility requirement of patentability without expending much physical labor, such an anticommons-leaning patentee might
resort to computational methods like homology-based function *441 prediction, which attempts to infer the function of a new
structure by comparing it with known structures.174 While such an attempt seems farfetched now, remember that this
hypothetical contemplates future, greatly improved algorithms. For some perspective on the potential for such rapid
technological advancement, consider that when the HGP was officially launched in 1990 as an international, multi-decade
effort to sequence a single genome, it would have been unfathomable that an entire bacterial genome could be sequenced in a
single day, a feat that was first accomplished in 2000.175
Yet even in this nascent area, we see an NIH initiative that would undercut any possible anticommons. The Protein Structure
Initiative aims to repeat for protein structure what the HGP did for genome sequencing.176 While at present, no private firms
appear to be threatening to create an anticommons in this area,177 this situation is analogous to the HGP before the invention
of shotgun sequencing. In the 1980s, no one would have predicted a rush to patent gene sequences, as sequencing a single
gene was enormously laborious; even Heller and Eisenberg did not express their concerns in Science until 1998.178 That the
NIH is already deeply involved with protein structure determination fits with its mission of funding upstream research. No
one would argue that the NIH is in this area right now to foreclose an anticommons, but it is comforting to note that, should
history repeat *442 itself, the NIH already has the Protein Structure Initiative in place to respond to a looming anticommons
crisis.
B. Summary
Legal commentators tend to focus on adjusting the patent regime to optimize upstream and downstream incentives without

creating an anticommons.179 This Part indicates that, particularly in an area where patent law is permissive of excessive
fragmentation, the NIH is likely to actively intervene, both to resolve the immediate situation and to challenge the underlying
conditions that permitted the situation to form in the first place. While the impact of the NIH on negotiating reasonable
licensing terms has been discussed in the past,180 its ability to actively mitigate the formation of businesses that aim to foster
and profit from an anticommons has not received sufficient attention. Given the examples recited in this section, thus far NIH
intervention has been quite effective, and consequently, NIH intervention in the biomedical arena represents a very large
confounding factor that seems to have been either ignored or overlooked by many commentators--an omission that ought not
be repeated in the future.
IV. Confusion in the Literature About the Definition of Upstream Research
Beyond the active intervention of the NIH, there is another reason that the anticommons feared by Heller and Eisenberg has
thus far not come to pass. For various reasons, the patents filed thus far in the biomedical field have not been effective at
fragmenting the commons. That is, the patents in this area either cover discoveries that are not very valuable, or their
enforceable scope is very limited. Taken together, these patents do not encompass enough of the biomedical research domain
to portend the creation of an anticommons.
The intellectual framework for this argument is grounded in the observation that the definition of upstream research in legal
literature has been imprecise. This is important because it has led legal commentators to gloss over deep differences in the
value of different types of upstream research. Eisenberg provides a good example of this:
Issuing broad patent rights to upstream research performers, or otherwise permitting them to use their
intellectual property to reach through to the profits from downstream product development, ensures that
they recover the full social value of their inventions, *443 including the value that they contribute to
subsequent inventions that might be more directly profitable. . . . Although the improvements may have
more stand-alone commercial value than the primitive versions of the invention developed by the
pioneer, the pioneer has taken greater risk and shown more ingenuity by opening up a new field. Giving
pioneers broad patents allows them to force subsequent improvers to negotiate for licenses, thereby
capturing for pioneers some of the follow-on value created by those who merely tweak inventions to
make them more marketable.181
The problem is that pioneering inventions, as properly understood by Eisenberg, are exceedingly rare. Part III.A.3 noted three
seminal biotech inventions, and they reasonably delineate the most important, and enabling, biotech breakthroughs of the past
half century.182 By framing the discourse in terms of pioneers, when there are not many, ignores the actual dynamics between
upstream and downstream players. However, there are non-pioneer patents that can block downstream research, and it is
important to understand the nature of that blockage and its relation to innovation. There is a gradient of patentable upstream
discoveries bounded by pioneering discoveries on one end and discoveries that have no downstream applications on the
other. The problem is that commentators focus on the pioneering end of the gradient to highlight the problem, but they then
say little more about the rest of the gradient; this seems to imply a cognitive bias towards the pioneering side of the
gradient.183 This is key, because patents that fall towards the other end of the gradient have less of an impact on downstream
research, thus reducing their contribution towards a possible anticommons. The bias towards the pioneering side of the
gradient is not well justified, and this error can largely explain why the resulting fears of an anticommons have not been
borne out--patents have not encapsulated as many rights as supposed because they do not claim what scientists in the field
value.
A corollary to this observation is that firms have not been able to realize value from these less-than-ideal patents. As a result,
one might expect the number of patent filings to fall over time, which has indeed been happening since 2001184 and *444 is
discussed at length in Part V. For now, the reader should keep this observation in the back of his or her mind while
considering the categories of patents advanced below.
Commentators as a whole are not completely oblivious to the distinction between the pioneering and the mundane;185 rather,
they have relied too much on exceptional cases to buttress their particular theories, and this over-reliance has distorted the
debate. Indeed, the author of this Article readily concedes that there is an abundance of patents that might inhibit or has
inhibited downstream research unduly186--the question is whether these examples, numerous though they may be, can be used
to support the proposition that there is a systemic anticommons problem in the biomedical research domain. As current

empirical research has failed to find an anticommons,187 some introspection by commentators is called for, and the focus on
exceptional cases might provide a partial explanation for the disconnect between the legal discussion and empirical reality.
A. Classifying Different Types of Inventions
An empirical study by Lori Pressman, Richard Burgess, and others has shed new light on what motivates licensing and
patenting behavior at universities, which comprise one of the largest groups of upstream innovators in the U.S.188 Upstream
innovations in DNA-related technology can be divided into four broad categories: therapeutic proteins, markers for disease,
DNA sequences for drug targets, and research tools.189 While these categories were synthesized with regard to universities,
the observations attached to each category are relevant to both public and private patent seekers.
1.) Therapeutic proteins make up the most valuable category of discoveries.190 These are structures, or their associated
sequences, that *445 directly act upon some target to ameliorate disease. For example, discovering insulin, or the human
insulin gene that codes for insulin (and knowing that it codes for insulin), would fall within this category. Because
discoveries in this category produce something tangible (e.g., insulin) with obvious utility, they have clear commercial value
and patentability. According to the university licensing offices who responded to the Pressman survey, they would likely
patent these discoveries and license them exclusively.191
2.) Marker sequences are fragments of DNA shown to correlate to a disease in some way.192 The reason for this correlation
may not be known. Unless the marker strongly correlates with a disease that is commercially worth developing a diagnostic
test for, universities will likely not bother patenting, or they will engage in non-exclusive licensing if they do patent.193
3.) DNA sequences encoding drug targets are genes involved in disease pathways. In essence, these are the targets for
therapeutic proteins. In the Gleevec example given earlier, this is the bcr-abl gene. The layperson may suspect that these are
quite valuable, but in practice they are of marginal commercial interest.194 Universities accordingly only bother spending the
money to patent this class of discoveries when the apparent commercial value of the potential treatment is high.195
4.) Research tools is a catch-all category for everything else. Research tools can best be categorized as tools for discovering
other information that does not directly result in a commercial product.196 One example is automated gene sequencing
machines. Money can certainly be made by selling some *446 tools, but the tools are only means to other research. The NIH
requires that broad, nonexclusive licenses be granted for these tools.197
These categories seem quite reasonable, as we are ultimately concerned with the impact of patents on downstream research.
This categorization scheme highlights the ability of certain patents to influence downstream research, which is appropriate in
light of this concern.
B. Robustness of Patents Among the Four Categories
It is difficult to quantify the distribution of published patents among the four categories; however, we can infer some
reasonable conclusions. To make these inferences, we must first know what is patentable. A patent application must fully
disclose the invention, provide a written description of the invention, and do so in sufficient detail as to enable a practitioner
of ordinary skill in the art to make and use the invention without undue experimentation.198 The invention must have utility
(do something useful), have novelty (not disclosed before in publications, etc.), and be nonobvious over the prior art.199 In
general, novelty requires that a patent claim describe an invention that has not been described completely by a previous
reference,200 and nonobviousness requires that a claim not describe an invention that could be described by a relatively
straightforward combination of references.201 With these criteria in mind, let us consider the patentability of the four
categories and how this might affect the number of patents filed within a given category.
Therapeutic proteins are, in essence, drugs. Assuming that the proteins are novel and nonobvious, properly written patents
covering therapeutic proteins would easily meet the utility, written description, and enablement requirements that will vex
some of the other categories, as described below. A therapeutic protein ameliorates a disease state, thus it clearly does
something useful, and hence it has utility. In addition, it is fairly easy to fully describe a therapeutic protein and do so in a
way that would enable others to use it, satisfying the written description and *447 enablement requirements. Accordingly, it
can safely be concluded that therapeutic protein patent filings would continue in a more stringent patent environment, save an

explicit statutory bar.
Marker sequences may run into written description problems or, more fundamentally, novelty issues in light of extensive
public sequencing efforts. As stated previously, markers are useful because they correlate with some known disease.
However, in that same vein, knowing a marker sequence in itself does not tell a practitioner of ordinary skill in the art how to
productively utilize it. Or, even if it does tell the practitioner enough, it might not be novel, because a public effort has
already released the sequence claimed in the patent application into the public domain. Only a marker that can serve as a
diagnostic test might be worth patenting.202
Drug targets are at the greatest risk in light of University of Rochester v. G.D. Searle.203 The fundamental problem is that drug
targets, by themselves, rarely meet the written description requirement; they provide the target, not the ammunition to take
out the target.204 In University of Rochester, the court upheld the invalidity of a patent claiming a method of treatment
involving selective inhibition of a particular enzyme.205 The touchstone of the case was that the patent’s written description of
the claimed selective inhibitor did not “describe the claimed subject matter in terms that establish that [the inventor] was in
possession of the . . . claimed invention.”206 In essence, the applicants specified a wish list of desirable properties in the ideal
therapeutic agent, but could not describe the therapeutic agent itself.207 This problem will always exist--if one already has the
therapeutic agent needed to treat the drug target, one would just file a patent on the therapeutic agent.
Furthermore, beyond the written description problem, drug targets also suffer from a scientific uncertainty problem.
Biological systems are exceedingly *448 complicated; it is extremely difficult to target a particular gene and, even if one
does successfully target it, there is no guarantee that the disease will be treated.208 One way of looking at this is that even
though one might have a promising target, it is very hard to know if it is the right target, in that it can be used in some way to
successfully treat a disease. Accordingly, even if one were to somehow get around the University of Rochester written
description problem, a patent still very well might be worthless. The bcr-abl gene was anomalous in this regard, because it
happened to code for a pivotal protein in a straightforward pathway, so it was plainly obvious that it was the right target to go
for.209 On balance, though, the combination of the written description and the scientific uncertainty problems make the
economics of drug target patents very dicey. David Adelman has argued that this scientific uncertainty problem implies that
the biomedical research commons is continually expanding and, therefore, highly resistant to being fragmented into an
anticommons.210 This line of reasoning is not at odds with the arguments that underline this Article. Indeed, they complement
each other: not only is the biomedical research commons, per Adelman, expanding, it is being patrolled by the NIH, and its
exact composition has not been properly characterized by legal commentators.
As a category, research tools have received by far the greatest number of patents, accounting for almost 50% of the
biotechnology patents granted from 1990 through 2004.211 The primary problem facing the patentability of research tools is
establishing utility.212 To have utility, the tool must do something substantial; the Federal Circuit has held that simply
revealing the presence of a fragment of a gene is not enough, the claimed invention must “provid[e] an immediate,
well-defined, real world benefit.”213 At the opposite end of the research tool spectrum, *449 microarrays, a tool designed to
reveal the expression of thousands of genes simultaneously, are found in a number of issued patents.214 Utility is a somewhat
awkward vehicle for evaluating research tool patents, but after In re Fisher, it is essential to carefully consider the utility of a
patented research tool when trying to determine its enforceability against downstream research.215 The primary difference
between the two extremes seems to be that the patentee in In re Fisher was trying to extend the scope of his discovery into
downstream research,216 whereas the microarray patents only deal with gene fragments insofar as they relate to microarrays.217
Thus, insofar as research tools can do something useful (e.g., quantify the expression level of many genes) without requiring
follow-up work, we should expect to see patent filings continue.
Thus, all things being equal, therapeutic proteins should be the most robust in the face of declining patent filings. This
robustness indicates something important--namely that therapeutic protein patents cover something very valuable and, by
extension, hold a more valuable portion of the biomedical research domain than the other three categories. Thus, if large
swaths of the biomedical domain were cordoned off with therapeutic protein patents, we might expect an anticommons. This
is not to say that an anticommons cannot arise with one or a combination of the other categories, just that a large number of
therapeutic protein patents could potentially cause an anticommons.
*450 Along the same lines, valid patents in the other categories tend to be rather narrow in how they can affect downstream
research due to their limited scope. This is important because, ultimately, anticommons impose a societal cost when they
impede valuable downstream research. Thus, because these patents are limited in how they can impact downstream research,
they weigh less on our fears of a potential anticommons. Of course, there could be a handful of important patents in these

categories that enables its owners to create an anticommons replete with onerous reach-through licensing agreements. But on
balance, such a scenario seems less likely than with therapeutic proteins because of the narrow nature of the discoveries
under patent.
Markers are essentially not patentable--or at least no one would bother trying--unless they can yield a diagnostic test, which
is a downstream commercial product.218 Drug targets are not patentable under University of Rochester unless the inventor
already possesses a therapeutic agent,219 in which case the downstream commercial product is also close to realization.
Research tools are more problematic. They are, by definition, not attached to any downstream product, so there is a potential
to create an anticommons problem, at least in light of this analysis. For example, use of a research tool might be contingent
upon agreeing to a license with reach-through provisions on downstream discoveries. Also, tools have the potential to be tied
to many different downstream discoveries, increasing their reach relative to the other categories. Fortunately, attempting to
leverage research tools to reach downstream developments is fairly easy to spot, and the NIH has acted decisively when
confronted with this scenario.220
If many of the patents issued over the past decade fall within the marker or drug target class, or perhaps even the research
tool class, then it is possible that the most important parts of the biomedical domain have not been fenced in yet. This idea is
the focus of the next Part.
V. Empirical Research--The Missing Anticommons
The results of a report commissioned by the National Research Council contained a surprising finding: practicing scientists
are largely oblivious to *451 patents.221 This seems to indicate that an anticommons problem has not come to pass. In fact, the
study concluded, “Our results offer little empirical basis for claims that restricted access to IP is currently impeding
biomedical research . . . .”222 This is particularly perplexing because, as a matter of law, scientists are liable for any patents
that they infringe, even for academic research.223 This Article argues that this seeming indifference has two root causes. First,
in spite of the holding of Madey v. Duke,224 investigators continue to benefit from a de facto research exemption. Second,
most of the patents in question are not as valuable as they appear; consequently, investigators either ignore or readily
circumvent them.
Part III.A.3 of this Article argued that the private sector indulges infringement by public researchers because of their pivotal
role in spinning out new technologies. In particular, for-profit firms recognize that academic use may improve their
inventions, that maintaining goodwill ensures access to future innovations, and that the potential damages are commonly
relatively small.225 Beyond the indulgence of the private sector, it is possible that the patents held by would-be plaintiffs are
simply not strong enough to stand up to litigation. It is useful to note that the confusion in legal literature about the nature of
upstream innovation tracks an interesting observation: not all upstream innovation is valuable. As noted previously, the
number of DNA-based patent applications filed around the world has been falling since 2001.226 The discussion in Part IV.B
concluded that therapeutic protein patents were the most valuable portion of the biomedical research domain, in that they
seem to cover something more substantial than the other three categories of patents. It is unsurprising, then, to discover that
therapeutic-protein related patents (protein structures) are the only category to not suffer a decline in filings since 2001.227 The
small number of such patents filed (no more than eleven in a year) is also reassuring from an anticommons perspective--the
rate of fencing in is quite low.228
The decline in filings in the other three categories of patents coincides with the implementation of the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office’s elevated utility *452 requirements, which private firms report having difficulty meeting.229 Some in
private industry have admitted that some of the patents filed previously were not grounded in solid biological data.230 One
way to interpret this is that what was known when the patents were filed was far less than what was actually claimed in the
patents. Accordingly, such patents may be difficult to enforce. In addition, the heightened utility requirement may have
resulted in new patent applications with far narrower scope than past applications. Thus, even if there was a will to enforce
them, the patents, both pre- and post-heightening, may not effectively encircle very much of the biomedical research domain.
This means that researchers should find it relatively easy to work around a patent if the threat of litigation actually arises. For
example, as noted previously, over 3.1 million SNPs, a form of disease marker, are now publicly available.231 A marker patent
holder would find it exceedingly difficult to exclude a scientist from working on a particular disease, since the scientist could
most likely find a substitute marker in the public domain.232 The one exception to this would be work on developing a specific

clinical diagnostic test using a marker, where scientists regularly abandon work on a test due to potential infringement.233 This
can best be thought of as research where substitutes from the public domain may not suffice, so it makes sense that specific
patents have a deterrent effect.
Drug target patents seem more problematic in that if one wants to investigate a patented target gene, there is no real
substitute. However, once again, patents in the area are less valuable than they initially appear. Approximately 20% of all
known human genes (4,382 of 23,688 genes) have been explicitly claimed in U.S. patents, and approximately 2,690 of these
genes are claimed by private firms.234 However, 2,000 of the 2,690 privately claimed genes are claimed at least in part by
Incyte, and its claims are primarily concerned with the use of the genes as probes on microarrays.235 In other words, Incyte’s
claims do not reach into the actual function of the genes, so researchers are still essentially free to research the genes. *453
Yet there are two confounding factors when considering the 2,000 gene figure. First, other entities almost certainly claim
some of the same genes as Incyte and do so in broader terms, so it is overly simplistic to claim that 2,000 privately claimed
genes are completely open to downstream researchers. Second, however, Incyte is hardly the only private entity concerned
with gene probing,236 so 2,000 is only a lower bound on the genes that might be claimed in a similarly narrow fashion. In
addition, consider the following figures: as of 2005, there are 6,145 issued patents on genes and gene regulation compared to
7,428 issued patents for gene probing; at the same time, 7,105 applications related to genes and gene regulation were pending
compared to 16,983 for gene probing.237 Of course, these figures do not explicitly relate to how many genes are being claimed
and the scope of specific claims, but they help to develop an intuition about the relative proportion of broader gene patents
versus narrower gene probing patents. Setting Incyte aside, patents on the remainder of the 2,690 privately claimed genes
may indeed potentially block downstream research. However, as the Incyte patents demonstrate, there is little reason to
believe, prima facie, that the claims have sufficient scope to substantially encompass the activities of downstream
researchers.
In addition, given the decrease in patents filed since the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office increased the stringency of its
evaluations, we might reasonably assume at least some of the patents issued in the past are defective with regard to utility or
written description and therefore would not survive litigation in the post- In re Fisher and University of Rochester legal
regime. This seems particularly likely given the qualitative admission by public and private-sector officials interviewed by
Hopkins that past gene patents may have been speculative or lacked sufficient biological data to back up the claims.238 Thus,
the remaining genes covered by privately held patents represent a loose upper bound on the area carved into an anticommons,
if one has been carved at all. From a downstream research perspective, private patenting of potential drug targets has not
encompassed a particularly large part of the biomedical research domain because either the claims do not reach relevant
downstream research, the patents themselves are suspect, or there simply is no patent coverage in the area.
Patents related to research tools have also fallen since 2001.239 Given the declining trend, it is likely that the same critique
about the enforceability of previously issued patents and the scope of newly issued patents applies. In addition, a study
conducted by the National Academy of Sciences and the National *454 Science Foundation in 2003 concluded that “drug
discovery has not been substantially impeded by [research tool patents]. We also find little evidence that university research
has been impeded by concerns about patents on research tools.”240 Thus, considering that research tool patents did not
particularly hinder research during the peak of patent issuance, it seems unlikely that an anticommons thicket will arise as the
rate of issued patents falls. Fortunately for this analysis, the relationship between rate of issuance and anticommons formation
is somewhat irrelevant, as the NIH has repeatedly demonstrated a willingness to use its leverage to break
anticommons-related activities that affect downstream research.241
Thus, from a downstream research perspective, private patenting of both markers and potential drug targets has not
encompassed a particularly large part of the biomedical research domain. Either the claims do not reach relevant downstream
research, or the patents themselves are suspect. This is not to discount the potential downstream blocking power of particular
privately held patents; this Article simply argues that the potential for such blocking is relatively low for the reasons stated
above, and these patents in aggregate likely do not carve out enough to create a true anticommons, which is consistent with
empirical observations. Furthermore, patents on therapeutic proteins are quite rare and therefore unlikely to produce the sort
of patent thicket that characterizes an anticommons. At the opposite end of the spectrum, there have been many research tool
patents, but as an empirical matter they have yet give rise to an anticommons. Taken together, empirical research in the four
categories describes a relatively open research domain.
VI. Conclusion

There is still a potential for a biotech anticommons, but much of the dissonance between past literature and reality can be
traced to undervaluing the primacy of public efforts in forestalling an anticommons and to imprecise definitions. Once we
take into account better definitions, we see that many of the patents issued over the past decade or so have not carved out
large blocking upstream positions. Accordingly, in the context of these patents, an anticommons has not emerged because not
enough of the biomedical research domain has been *455 fenced in. Insofar as the remaining patents do matter, the NIH has
taken proactive steps to mitigate their effects on downstream research either by negotiating appropriate licenses or by placing
the necessary upstream information into the public domain via its own research initiatives. In addition, as the main driver of
upstream biomedical research in the U.S., the NIH’s ability to beat private-sector firms to various key upstream positions is
exceptionally potent. This ensures, at least so far, that the NIH sets the agenda in the upstream research world.
What might go wrong? Technological breakthroughs could boost the number of therapeutic protein patents, an area of the
biomedical research domain that has not been extensively tested. However, the existence of the NIH Protein Structure
Initiative suggests that the NIH is well equipped to handle any problems in that area. On the other hand, the NIH could be
blindsided by a private firm that develops a pivotal upstream technology. In that case, since the NIH still controls so much of
the funding and, thus, the potential market for the nascent technology, it will still have some bargaining power to ensure fair
licensing terms, much as it has in the past.
Nevertheless, it is somewhat disconcerting to have to rely on the NIH as a bulwark against a biomedical anticommons. Once
we understand what the public sector does and refine the categorical definitions used to describe the biomedical research
domain, there remain areas of concern, which we can now correctly bracket. In theory, a better solution might be to
statutorily bar patents on innovations that are too far upstream, thus relieving the NIH of the burden of having to catch every
potential anticommons-creating innovation. However, determining the appropriate parameters for such a bar is exceedingly
nontrivial and beyond the scope of this Article.242 Going forward, it would be useful if more empirical studies were performed
on licensing behavior, as this would help inform the picture about industry’s attitude towards academia.243 Given that patents
take years to go through prosecution, additional empirical patent studies should also be performed to update our current
knowledge of patenting trends in the four categories suggested by Pressman et al. A study on the enforcement of patents
would also be helpful, though it would inevitably suffer from undercounting the null result--if a firm perceives an issued
patent as worthless it will just sit on it, making it difficult to distinguish truly tolerating infringement from no infringement
existing.
*456 If the quality of patents in the four categories increases, their downstream effects bear close monitoring. This Article
has argued that at least two of the four categories, markers and gene targets, are intrinsically less likely to play a large
downstream blocking role. It is possible that this observation has held up only thanks to poorly drafted patents; if the
assumption of intrinsic inability to block is incorrect, the situation will be far more critical than previously supposed.
Likewise, if the NIH suffers considerable funding cuts or sustained under-funding, it may begin to lose its ability to
effectively preempt private firms in the upstream arena. Alternately, it may find itself with insufficient resources to respond
to emerging threats. Furthermore, the NIH’s effectiveness as a pre-emptive agent depends on the competence of its
administration, which is not a given. For instance, if the NIH leadership had not so aggressively ramped up the HGP in
response to the gene patenting threat posed by Celera, Celera might have succeeded in patenting much of the human genome.
In addition, while the stewardship of the NIH has been quite good so far, the director is politically appointed, so there is
always the possibility that criteria other than merit might shape the agency’s leadership in the future.
Ultimately, the reasons that have precluded the emergence of an anticommons thus far seem likely to hold for the foreseeable
future. However, it is important to closely monitor the reasons advanced in this Article, for a shift in any of them might
endanger the biomedical research domain. This Article’s analysis of the biomedical research domain--particularly the role of
the NIH in altering the behavior of upstream actors and the technological importance of certain classes of inventions with
respect to downstream research--highlights the need for commentators to carefully consider the full context, not just the legal
one, in which biotechnological innovation unfolds.
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